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Getting sick
Posted November 30, 2010  Comments(0) |
Being sick is pretty shitty in general, but being sick in college is worse. Gone
are the days of highschool where you collected the worksheets you missed and
turned it in another day—things simply cannot be that easy anymore. Also gone
are the days of getting sick with a normal cold, now ushered in by the days of
getting sick with some randomass infection that takes 500 doctors visits and 40$
of medication to cure. And you don’t just get sick for a few days. You get sick
for weeks. YOUR COUGH WILL NEVER GO AWAY. If you get a cough, accept that
it will be partying in your lungs forever, and move on with your life.
Naturally, this causes some problems in terms of classes. As fun as it would be
to go to class with a fever, spewing mucus to and fro, most students would
rather stay home and sleep. Well congratulations, health-conscious college
student, you have just driven yourself into fucked town, where all your
professors share a joint kingship and have decreed that you are royally fucked.
Here is what being sick really means, and here is what being sick means through
the eyes of your professor:
Actual:
Sick[adj]: Afflicted with a disease, viral or bacterial, that causes illness and
prevents the body’s normal functions. Sometimes characterized by nausea or
vomiting, often causes immobility. Also a term used by douchebags to describe
something cool.
From your Professor:
Sick[noun]: An excuse that students use for missing class.
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If you must know something, know this: Your professors don’t give a shit about
why you missed class. If they take attendance, all they know is you missed
class, and that you’re a filthy whore for missing even one day of the precious
words that flow out of their golden mouthhole. If you’re lucky, your professors
might accept a doctor’s note as an excuse. If you’re like everybody else, your
professor won’t distinguish between excused and unexcused, and just give you
the equivalent of the middle-finger and welcome you to Fuckedtown.
Forget the fact that it costs money to get a doctor’s appointment for a doctor’s
note, forget the fact that being sick is totally out of your control. You missed
class, you piece of shit, and now you must suffer for it. And suffer you will,
because if you were very sick you missed at least a week of class. Basically,
you’ve put down a mortgage on property in Fuckedtown and now you will NEVER
LEAVE.
Lets pause this rage for a moment. You’re a rational student, you understand
that some foul heathens probably use illness for an excuse to miss class. You
aren’t expecting any sympathy from your professors, you just want to know
what you can do to make up for what you missed, if necessary. Being
reasonable, you know that bombarding your teacher with questions during their
office hours isn’t the best route. You figure you’ll send them a well-written,
respectful e-mail, inquiring what you can do to make up for lost time and
whether meeting with them during office hours would be a good idea. Hitting
send, you’re feeling pretty good about yourself. You feel responsible, you’re
feeling like you’ll be able to come back from this little hiccup. Your professor
will respond in a day or two, and something will get figured out. Right?
WRONG.
Cut to a small, stuffy room, cast with yellowish lighting. Seated in a chair in front of
a  laptop is a professorly figure, opening an e-mail. They read over the contents, and
a small smile spreads across their lips. The smile turns into a grin, and a slow cackle
rises from their throat. They spring from their chair, running to the door and calling
the names of others. Soon the small room is filled with men and women, none of
whom have a decent fashion sense, all of whom are cackling and snorting at the e-
mail open on the laptop screen. Some of them are brought to tears, others simply
collapse onto the floor in an overwhelming flood of mirth. Slowly, the laughter dies
down, and the various visitors begin to file out of the room. The original figure
remains, again seated before the computer. Close in on the laptop screen, where the
e-mail sits open. It is a plea from a student, asking for mercy. Close up on the mouse
arrow, floating over the ‘reply’ button’, a cackle erupts off screen, and it zooms over
to the ‘delete’ button, pressing it vigorously. Hold on the blank computer screen,
fade out into next scene as the professor’s cackle echoes menacingly.
That is more or less a totally 100% accurate depiction of what happens when
your professor reads your e-mail. It gives them joy to know that you’re
squirming in your room, waiting for a reply, though you shall never receive one.
So let this be a lesson to you. Don’t get sick, don’t even think about getting
sick.
Because getting sick is your own goddamn fault.
You bastard.
(P.S. No pictures because I’m SICK)
Family
Posted November 21, 2010  Comments(0) |
I miss my family a lot, but I didn’t realize how much until I thought about going
home for Thanksgiving. Getting buried under piles of homework and socializing
with friends makes it easy  to forget that my family is awesome and that not
being around them sucks. Now the opportunity comes to see them again, and
scary thoughts have been floating around my head. I know that coming to
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college means separating from your parents and becoming more independent,
but in the back of my mind the same sentence is making an eternal audio loop:
I miss my family, but it’s okay, I’ll be back with them eventually. Then I
actually thought about it and realized something.
I will never be back with my family again.
If life works out the way its supposed to, I’ll go to college, get a degree, find an
 apartment, find a job, and work to make sweet sweet money and continue on
from there. Sure I’ll see my family from time to time, but if all goes well I’ll
never live with them again. I’ll never get to wake and always have my family
there, everyday. For some people getting away from their parents is a breath of
fresh air—not so for me. I want them around me all the time. I want their love
and their humor, the comfort they provide just by existing around me. I want to
have that constant group of people who will always love and accept me, and
who I can always love and accept in return. In college, friends are the new
family, but no matter how close you are to a person, it’s not quite the same.
The assurance of love and acceptance isn’t there, not with everyone.
So with all those happy, uplifting thoughts in my head, I eagerly look forward to
seeing my family again on Thanksgiving. I also know it will make it harder to
come back afterwards, even though there are people here who I love and will
miss while I’m away. A big part of college is being able to break away from
dependence on your family, and that alone is harder than the classes and the
homework, at least in my personal experience.
But I’m determined to grow a pair and work through the difficulty, because hell
if I turn out to be the kid who moves back in with their parents after college.
/end sentiment
SHOWERS.
Posted November 13, 2010  Comments(0) |
There was a time in my life when I could shower without shoes on, a time when
I didn’t have to wait 20 minutes for the water to get warm. But those times…
those times are gone. Now is the era of college showers, where there is no
privacy and clogged drains, and possibly some of the weirdest smells I have ever
encountered. There are many things I had to change in my ritual to adjust to a
“community shower” environment. Lets begin complaining about them:
First thing:
I now have to be aware of my nakedness. I can no longer frolic without clothing
in the safety of my own home, I have to be conscious of the fact that there are
other people around me after I shower.
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It’s very upsetting.
Second thing:
There is a hair demon in the shower drain. It burrows deep in the drain and
clogs the hell out of it, so that 5 minutes into my shower I’m standing in my
own watery filth. And for some reason that I don’t understand, it’s always
composed of grey hair…
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HOW IS IT GREY. What old women are sneaking into our showers and using
them? I don’t understand, but it both disturbs and annoys me.
Third thing:
Smells. There are weird smells happening in the showers, all the time. I can
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never fully discern what these smells are, I just know that each time I smell
them, my day is ruined.
That’s pretty much all there is to say about that. It’s just bad news.
Fourth and final thing:
I know that everyone has their own shower ritual, but there are some things
that you just don’t do. Some barbarian is taking their loose hairs and sticking
them to the walls of the shower, so that there are wet clumps of hair loitering
right next to me as attempt to bathe. I can’t even make a suitable illustration
so that you can fully grasp how disgusting it looks–you’ll just have to take my
word for it.
So those are my main complaints. Oh, home…I miss your showers.
The birds and the bees; a terrible metaphor
Posted November 3, 2010  Comments(0) |
I was totally unprepared for the way sex was treated in college, having gone to
the previously-mentioned, tiny highschool. This lead me to the conclusion that
there needs to be 2 different sex talks that parents give. One should happen in
the middle school years when the girls become whores and the boys become
pervy ass-grabbers, and the second needs to happen right before college, when
girls become whores and whores become even bigger whores. And the guys are
still grabby. Perhaps those are some rash generalizations…but I have no regrets.
Talking about sex is awkward and uncomfortable, especially with parents,
because no one wants to believe that their parents ever did anything remotely
resembling sex because that’s disturbing to imagine ( and now you’re thinking
about it. You’re welcome.) However, it did occur once with me, and it went
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something like this:
Mom: The penis goes into the vagina. Don’t have sex until you’re ready. Use
some form of birth control. No means no.
Me: *too busy clawing my ears off to listen*
Honestly, she gave the best talk any parent could hope to give, but this is really
what I needed to hear, a good 10 years or so after the first chat:
Mom: So, definitely expect sex to be talked about all the time. Everyone is
going to be making sex jokes and talking about who they want to have sex with
and who they’ve had sex with. Some people are classy about it, and some
people like to talk about it loudly as if its no big deal. These people are called
loose, mainly girls though, because there’s a ferocious but accepted double-
standard. Probably expect to be drunk when you lose your virginity, and expect
it to be awful, because it will be, because you’ll be drunk (but don’t worry–you
won’t even notice, because you’re drunk). If not drunk, then you should
probably get drunk to avoid awkwardness, because that’s what everyone around
you will be doing. If you didn’t follow the status quo and lose your virginity in
high school, then prepare to be outnumbered by girls more experienced than
you. And be prepared to be intimidated by it. Oh yes, and just when you need
your family and friends the most to navigate you through this confusing
transition, you won’t have them. Enjoy.
Oh and p.s., don’t get pregnant.
Awkward, maybe. Helpful? Not really. But it would at least provide a buffer to
the onslaught of sexy sexual sexness that is a part of the college experience.
And just as an ending note, who came up with the metaphor of the birds and
the bees? The fuck does that even mean.
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College speak
Posted October 23, 2010  Comments(0) |
At my highschool, swearing wasn’t a big thing. People used it, but no one used
it excessively. Having said that, I will now say that I was not prepared for the
new type of college speak I encountered here: The use of ‘fucking’ as an
intensifier. For everything. All the time. Its almost formulaic; (intro
phrase)+fucking+(adjective/descriptor)=only way to describe everything forever.
At first I found it annoying, but now I find that it somehow makes things…
better. Example:
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And now:
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I’m not saying I’m proud that I like this mannerism so much, but I’m saying
I’m admitting that I do. Im also admitting that since I’ve gotten to college, my
linguistic skills have slowly withered down into an obnoxious collections of
phrases.
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I know these are annoying, but I can’t stop. It’s like I’m learning a new sub-
language of ridiculous abbreviations. But, no matter how bad I get, there is one
word I will never say, even though it is as common as the word ‘the’ around
here:
HELLA.
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No offense to the NorCalians who use the word…but I hate it. I totes hate it,
like my hate is supes legit right now.  NBD.
END
I hate lots of things but mostly just math
Posted October 17, 2010  Comments(0) |
Week 3:
I returned from my appendix adventure with a sweet new scar, but I was
incredibly behind on school work, and everyone else had managed to make
friends in my absence. So, I was also alone. Behind and alone: not where I
wanted to be in my third week of college. I tried to get back on track by talking
to all my professors about the work I had missed, and most were understanding.
Many waived assignment grades due to my absence, or pushed deadlines back. I
was surprised by the accommodations they were willing to make, and I started
to feel pretty good about where I was at.
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And then I talked to my math teacher. The conversation went something like
this:
So thats what my third week of college consisted of. Math homework. Plus side,
I made a friend.
First it sucked and then it really fucking sucked
Posted October 3, 2010  Comments(0) |
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Week 1:
My first week was a collection of panic attacks and crying spells. I was away
from my family, everyone around me was a stranger and I was a stranger to
everyone around me. I felt like the only one unable to instantly adjust to
college life, to being completely separated from my family. I spent the first few
days chained to my dorm room, trying to hide from my roommate so she
wouldn’t see me crying and realize I was totally incapable of adjusting to new
surroundings.
By Sunday I was able to pull myself together enough to go outside and walk
around campus, where nearly every girl I passed was wearing shorts that were
simultaneously serving as floss.
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My high school senior class had 18 people in it, 11 of which were girls, and 11 of
which never wore anything that went above their knees. I was pretty positive
that I was not going to fit in here.
Week 2:
I was starting to adjust to college life; the professors, the people, the classes–
and then everything went to shit in the span of 5 hours.  It started with a
stomachache at 7:00, and ended  with an emergency trip to the hospital. The
pain was so bad I was completely unaware of who was around me as the
paramedics helped me down the stairs of my hall and into the ambulance.
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Once I was in the hospital, they began a series of tests to try to figure out what
was making me feel like an alien was about to explode out of my stomach.
After drinking some awful liquid that made my face numb, having an IV inserted
into 4 different places, and having to explain to the same nurse that my name
was not Christine or Claire or Clara but LAURA, I was told my appendix had
ruptured. And also I was going to have  major surgery in 2 hours. I was
subsequently loaded up on so much morphine that I saw five copies of
everything and felt compelled to tell every nurse I saw how pretty they were.
I would be going home for the week after the surgery, so I was feeling confident
that I was going to fail out of every single class after missing so much work. I
was still waiting to enjoy college.
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Blog About me. Allllllll about me. Wink.
About me. Allllllll about me. Wink.
My first name is Laura, and my last name is often pronounced incorrectly. I am
a biased, judgmental, angry person. My goal is to make people laugh at and/or
with my biased, judgmental, and angry scribblings. Enjoy it. ENJOY IT BECAUSE I
TOLD YOU TOO.
I’m also controlling.
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Getting sick
November 30, 2010  Comments(0)
Being sick is pretty shitty in general, but being sick in college is worse. Gone
are the days of highschool where you collected the worksheets you missed and
turned it in another day—things simply cannot be that easy anymore. Also gone
are the days of getting sick with a normal cold, now ushered in by the days of
getting sick with some randomass infection that takes 500 doctors visits and 40$
of medication to cure. And you don’t just get sick for a few days. You get sick
for weeks. YOUR COUGH WILL NEVER GO AWAY. If you get a cough, accept that
it will be partying in your lungs forever, and move on with your life.
Naturally, this causes some problems in terms of classes. As fun as it would be
to go to class with a fever, spewing mucus to and fro, most students would
rather stay home and sleep. Well congratulations, health-conscious college
student, you have just driven yourself into fucked town, where all your
professors share a joint kingship and have decreed that you are royally fucked.
Here is what being sick really means, and here is what being sick means through
the eyes of your professor:
Actual:
Sick[adj]: Afflicted with a disease, viral or bacterial, that causes illness and
prevents the body’s normal functions. Sometimes characterized by nausea or
vomiting, often causes immobility. Also a term used by douchebags to describe
something cool.
From your Professor:
Sick[noun]: An excuse that students use for missing class.
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If you must know something, know this: Your professors don’t give a shit about
why you missed class. If they take attendance, all they know is you missed
class, and that you’re a filthy whore for missing even one day of the precious
words that flow out of their golden mouthhole. If you’re lucky, your professors
might accept a doctor’s note as an excuse. If you’re like everybody else, your
professor won’t distinguish between excused and unexcused, and just give you
the equivalent of the middle-finger and welcome you to Fuckedtown.
Forget the fact that it costs money to get a doctor’s appointment for a doctor’s
note, forget the fact that being sick is totally out of your control. You missed
class, you piece of shit, and now you must suffer for it. And suffer you will,
because if you were very sick you missed at least a week of class. Basically,
you’ve put down a mortgage on property in Fuckedtown and now you will NEVER
LEAVE.
Lets pause this rage for a moment. You’re a rational student, you understand
that some foul heathens probably use illness for an excuse to miss class. You
aren’t expecting any sympathy from your professors, you just want to know
what you can do to make up for what you missed, if necessary. Being
reasonable, you know that bombarding your teacher with questions during their
office hours isn’t the best route. You figure you’ll send them a well-written,
respectful e-mail, inquiring what you can do to make up for lost time and
whether meeting with them during office hours would be a good idea. Hitting
send, you’re feeling pretty good about yourself. You feel responsible, you’re
feeling like you’ll be able to come back from this little hiccup. Your professor
will respond in a day or two, and something will get figured out. Right?
WRONG.
Cut to a small, stuffy room, cast with yellowish lighting. Seated in a chair in front of
a  laptop is a professorly figure, opening an e-mail. They read over the contents, and
a small smile spreads across their lips. The smile turns into a grin, and a slow cackle
rises from their throat. They spring from their chair, running to the door and calling
the names of others. Soon the small room is filled with men and women, none of
whom have a decent fashion sense, all of whom are cackling and snorting at the e-
mail open on the laptop screen. Some of them are brought to tears, others simply
collapse onto the floor in an overwhelming flood of mirth. Slowly, the laughter dies
down, and the various visitors begin to file out of the room. The original figure
remains, again seated before the computer. Close in on the laptop screen, where the
e-mail sits open. It is a plea from a student, asking for mercy. Close up on the mouse
arrow, floating over the ‘reply’ button’, a cackle erupts off screen, and it zooms over
to the ‘delete’ button, pressing it vigorously. Hold on the blank computer screen,
fade out into next scene as the professor’s cackle echoes menacingly.
That is more or less a totally 100% accurate depiction of what happens when
your professor reads your e-mail. It gives them joy to know that you’re
squirming in your room, waiting for a reply, though you shall never receive one.
So let this be a lesson to you. Don’t get sick, don’t even think about getting
sick.
Because getting sick is your own goddamn fault.
You bastard.
(P.S. No pictures because I’m SICK)
Family
November 21, 2010  Comments(0)
I miss my family a lot, but I didn’t realize how much until I thought about going
home for Thanksgiving. Getting buried under piles of homework and socializing
with friends makes it easy  to forget that my family is awesome and that not
being around them sucks. Now the opportunity comes to see them again, and
scary thoughts have been floating around my head. I know that coming to
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college means separating from your parents and becoming more independent,
but in the back of my mind the same sentence is making an eternal audio loop:
I miss my family, but it’s okay, I’ll be back with them eventually. Then I
actually thought about it and realized something.
I will never be back with my family again.
If life works out the way its supposed to, I’ll go to college, get a degree, find an
 apartment, find a job, and work to make sweet sweet money and continue on
from there. Sure I’ll see my family from time to time, but if all goes well I’ll
never live with them again. I’ll never get to wake and always have my family
there, everyday. For some people getting away from their parents is a breath of
fresh air—not so for me. I want them around me all the time. I want their love
and their humor, the comfort they provide just by existing around me. I want to
have that constant group of people who will always love and accept me, and
who I can always love and accept in return. In college, friends are the new
family, but no matter how close you are to a person, it’s not quite the same.
The assurance of love and acceptance isn’t there, not with everyone.
So with all those happy, uplifting thoughts in my head, I eagerly look forward to
seeing my family again on Thanksgiving. I also know it will make it harder to
come back afterwards, even though there are people here who I love and will
miss while I’m away. A big part of college is being able to break away from
dependence on your family, and that alone is harder than the classes and the
homework, at least in my personal experience.
But I’m determined to grow a pair and work through the difficulty, because hell
if I turn out to be the kid who moves back in with their parents after college.
/end sentiment
SHOWERS.
November 13, 2010  Comments(0)
There was a time in my life when I could shower without shoes on, a time when
I didn’t have to wait 20 minutes for the water to get warm. But those times…
those times are gone. Now is the era of college showers, where there is no
privacy and clogged drains, and possibly some of the weirdest smells I have ever
encountered. There are many things I had to change in my ritual to adjust to a
“community shower” environment. Lets begin complaining about them:
First thing:
I now have to be aware of my nakedness. I can no longer frolic without clothing
in the safety of my own home, I have to be conscious of the fact that there are
other people around me after I shower.
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It’s very upsetting.
Second thing:
There is a hair demon in the shower drain. It burrows deep in the drain and
clogs the hell out of it, so that 5 minutes into my shower I’m standing in my
own watery filth. And for some reason that I don’t understand, it’s always
composed of grey hair…
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HOW IS IT GREY. What old women are sneaking into our showers and using
them? I don’t understand, but it both disturbs and annoys me.
Third thing:
Smells. There are weird smells happening in the showers, all the time. I can
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never fully discern what these smells are, I just know that each time I smell
them, my day is ruined.
That’s pretty much all there is to say about that. It’s just bad news.
Fourth and final thing:
I know that everyone has their own shower ritual, but there are some things
that you just don’t do. Some barbarian is taking their loose hairs and sticking
them to the walls of the shower, so that there are wet clumps of hair loitering
right next to me as attempt to bathe. I can’t even make a suitable illustration
so that you can fully grasp how disgusting it looks–you’ll just have to take my
word for it.
So those are my main complaints. Oh, home…I miss your showers.
The birds and the bees; a terrible metaphor
November 3, 2010  Comments(0)
I was totally unprepared for the way sex was treated in college, having gone to
the previously-mentioned, tiny highschool. This lead me to the conclusion that
there needs to be 2 different sex talks that parents give. One should happen in
the middle school years when the girls become whores and the boys become
pervy ass-grabbers, and the second needs to happen right before college, when
girls become whores and whores become even bigger whores. And the guys are
still grabby. Perhaps those are some rash generalizations…but I have no regrets.
Talking about sex is awkward and uncomfortable, especially with parents,
because no one wants to believe that their parents ever did anything remotely
resembling sex because that’s disturbing to imagine ( and now you’re thinking
about it. You’re welcome.) However, it did occur once with me, and it went
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something like this:
Mom: The penis goes into the vagina. Don’t have sex until you’re ready. Use
some form of birth control. No means no.
Me: *too busy clawing my ears off to listen*
Honestly, she gave the best talk any parent could hope to give, but this is really
what I needed to hear, a good 10 years or so after the first chat:
Mom: So, definitely expect sex to be talked about all the time. Everyone is
going to be making sex jokes and talking about who they want to have sex with
and who they’ve had sex with. Some people are classy about it, and some
people like to talk about it loudly as if its no big deal. These people are called
loose, mainly girls though, because there’s a ferocious but accepted double-
standard. Probably expect to be drunk when you lose your virginity, and expect
it to be awful, because it will be, because you’ll be drunk (but don’t worry–you
won’t even notice, because you’re drunk). If not drunk, then you should
probably get drunk to avoid awkwardness, because that’s what everyone around
you will be doing. If you didn’t follow the status quo and lose your virginity in
high school, then prepare to be outnumbered by girls more experienced than
you. And be prepared to be intimidated by it. Oh yes, and just when you need
your family and friends the most to navigate you through this confusing
transition, you won’t have them. Enjoy.
Oh and p.s., don’t get pregnant.
Awkward, maybe. Helpful? Not really. But it would at least provide a buffer to
the onslaught of sexy sexual sexness that is a part of the college experience.
And just as an ending note, who came up with the metaphor of the birds and
the bees? The fuck does that even mean.
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College speak
October 23, 2010  Comments(0)
At my highschool, swearing wasn’t a big thing. People used it, but no one used
it excessively. Having said that, I will now say that I was not prepared for the
new type of college speak I encountered here: The use of ‘fucking’ as an
intensifier. For everything. All the time. Its almost formulaic; (intro
phrase)+fucking+(adjective/descriptor)=only way to describe everything forever.
At first I found it annoying, but now I find that it somehow makes things…
better. Example:
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And now:
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I’m not saying I’m proud that I like this mannerism so much, but I’m saying
I’m admitting that I do. Im also admitting that since I’ve gotten to college, my
linguistic skills have slowly withered down into an obnoxious collections of
phrases.
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I know these are annoying, but I can’t stop. It’s like I’m learning a new sub-
language of ridiculous abbreviations. But, no matter how bad I get, there is one
word I will never say, even though it is as common as the word ‘the’ around
here:
HELLA.
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No offense to the NorCalians who use the word…but I hate it. I totes hate it,
like my hate is supes legit right now.  NBD.
END
I hate lots of things but mostly just math
October 17, 2010  Comments(0)
Week 3:
I returned from my appendix adventure with a sweet new scar, but I was
incredibly behind on school work, and everyone else had managed to make
friends in my absence. So, I was also alone. Behind and alone: not where I
wanted to be in my third week of college. I tried to get back on track by talking
to all my professors about the work I had missed, and most were understanding.
Many waived assignment grades due to my absence, or pushed deadlines back. I
was surprised by the accommodations they were willing to make, and I started
to feel pretty good about where I was at.
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And then I talked to my math teacher. The conversation went something like
this:
So thats what my third week of college consisted of. Math homework. Plus side,
I made a friend.
First it sucked and then it really fucking sucked
October 3, 2010  Comments(0)
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Week 1:
My first week was a collection of panic attacks and crying spells. I was away
from my family, everyone around me was a stranger and I was a stranger to
everyone around me. I felt like the only one unable to instantly adjust to
college life, to being completely separated from my family. I spent the first few
days chained to my dorm room, trying to hide from my roommate so she
wouldn’t see me crying and realize I was totally incapable of adjusting to new
surroundings.
By Sunday I was able to pull myself together enough to go outside and walk
around campus, where nearly every girl I passed was wearing shorts that were
simultaneously serving as floss.
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My high school senior class had 18 people in it, 11 of which were girls, and 11 of
which never wore anything that went above their knees. I was pretty positive
that I was not going to fit in here.
Week 2:
I was starting to adjust to college life; the professors, the people, the classes–
and then everything went to shit in the span of 5 hours.  It started with a
stomachache at 7:00, and ended  with an emergency trip to the hospital. The
pain was so bad I was completely unaware of who was around me as the
paramedics helped me down the stairs of my hall and into the ambulance.
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Once I was in the hospital, they began a series of tests to try to figure out what
was making me feel like an alien was about to explode out of my stomach.
After drinking some awful liquid that made my face numb, having an IV inserted
into 4 different places, and having to explain to the same nurse that my name
was not Christine or Claire or Clara but LAURA, I was told my appendix had
ruptured. And also I was going to have  major surgery in 2 hours. I was
subsequently loaded up on so much morphine that I saw five copies of
everything and felt compelled to tell every nurse I saw how pretty they were.
I would be going home for the week after the surgery, so I was feeling confident
that I was going to fail out of every single class after missing so much work. I
was still waiting to enjoy college.
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Farewell
December 2, 2010  Comments(0)
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Getting sick
November 30, 2010  Comments(0)
Being sick is pretty shitty in general, but being sick in college is worse. Gone
are the days of highschool where you collected the worksheets you missed and
turned it in another day—things simply cannot be that easy anymore. Also gone
are the days of getting sick with a normal cold, now ushered in by the days of
getting sick with some randomass infection that takes 500 doctors visits and 40$
of medication to cure. And you don’t just get sick for a few days. You get sick
for weeks. YOUR COUGH WILL NEVER GO AWAY. If you get a cough, accept that
it will be partying in your lungs forever, and move on with your life.
Naturally, this causes some problems in terms of classes. As fun as it would be
to go to class with a fever, spewing mucus to and fro, most students would
rather stay home and sleep. Well congratulations, health-conscious college
student, you have just driven yourself into fucked town, where all your
professors share a joint kingship and have decreed that you are royally fucked.
Here is what being sick really means, and here is what being sick means through
the eyes of your professor:
Actual:
Sick[adj]: Afflicted with a disease, viral or bacterial, that causes illness and
prevents the body’s normal functions. Sometimes characterized by nausea or
vomiting, often causes immobility. Also a term used by douchebags to describe
something cool.
From your Professor:
Sick[noun]: An excuse that students use for missing class.
If you must know something, know this: Your professors don’t give a shit about
why you missed class. If they take attendance, all they know is you missed
class, and that you’re a filthy whore for missing even one day of the precious
words that flow out of their golden mouthhole. If you’re lucky, your professors
might accept a doctor’s note as an excuse. If you’re like everybody else, your
professor won’t distinguish between excused and unexcused, and just give you
the equivalent of the middle-finger and welcome you to Fuckedtown.
Forget the fact that it costs money to get a doctor’s appointment for a doctor’s
note, forget the fact that being sick is totally out of your control. You missed
class, you piece of shit, and now you must suffer for it. And suffer you will,
because if you were very sick you missed at least a week of class. Basically,
you’ve put down a mortgage on property in Fuckedtown and now you will NEVER
LEAVE.
Lets pause this rage for a moment. You’re a rational student, you understand
that some foul heathens probably use illness for an excuse to miss class. You
aren’t expecting any sympathy from your professors, you just want to know
what you can do to make up for what you missed, if necessary. Being
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reasonable, you know that bombarding your teacher with questions during their
office hours isn’t the best route. You figure you’ll send them a well-written,
respectful e-mail, inquiring what you can do to make up for lost time and
whether meeting with them during office hours would be a good idea. Hitting
send, you’re feeling pretty good about yourself. You feel responsible, you’re
feeling like you’ll be able to come back from this little hiccup. Your professor
will respond in a day or two, and something will get figured out. Right?
WRONG.
Cut to a small, stuffy room, cast with yellowish lighting. Seated in a chair in front of
a  laptop is a professorly figure, opening an e-mail. They read over the contents, and
a small smile spreads across their lips. The smile turns into a grin, and a slow cackle
rises from their throat. They spring from their chair, running to the door and calling
the names of others. Soon the small room is filled with men and women, none of
whom have a decent fashion sense, all of whom are cackling and snorting at the e-
mail open on the laptop screen. Some of them are brought to tears, others simply
collapse onto the floor in an overwhelming flood of mirth. Slowly, the laughter dies
down, and the various visitors begin to file out of the room. The original figure
remains, again seated before the computer. Close in on the laptop screen, where the
e-mail sits open. It is a plea from a student, asking for mercy. Close up on the mouse
arrow, floating over the ‘reply’ button’, a cackle erupts off screen, and it zooms over
to the ‘delete’ button, pressing it vigorously. Hold on the blank computer screen,
fade out into next scene as the professor’s cackle echoes menacingly.
That is more or less a totally 100% accurate depiction of what happens when
your professor reads your e-mail. It gives them joy to know that you’re
squirming in your room, waiting for a reply, though you shall never receive one.
So let this be a lesson to you. Don’t get sick, don’t even think about getting
sick.
Because getting sick is your own goddamn fault.
You bastard.
(P.S. No pictures because I’m SICK)
Family
November 21, 2010  Comments(0)
I miss my family a lot, but I didn’t realize how much until I thought about going
home for Thanksgiving. Getting buried under piles of homework and socializing
with friends makes it easy  to forget that my family is awesome and that not
being around them sucks. Now the opportunity comes to see them again, and
scary thoughts have been floating around my head. I know that coming to
college means separating from your parents and becoming more independent,
but in the back of my mind the same sentence is making an eternal audio loop:
I miss my family, but it’s okay, I’ll be back with them eventually. Then I
actually thought about it and realized something.
I will never be back with my family again.
If life works out the way its supposed to, I’ll go to college, get a degree, find an
 apartment, find a job, and work to make sweet sweet money and continue on
from there. Sure I’ll see my family from time to time, but if all goes well I’ll
never live with them again. I’ll never get to wake and always have my family
there, everyday. For some people getting away from their parents is a breath of
fresh air—not so for me. I want them around me all the time. I want their love
and their humor, the comfort they provide just by existing around me. I want to
have that constant group of people who will always love and accept me, and
who I can always love and accept in return. In college, friends are the new
family, but no matter how close you are to a person, it’s not quite the same.
The assurance of love and acceptance isn’t there, not with everyone.
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So with all those happy, uplifting thoughts in my head, I eagerly look forward to
seeing my family again on Thanksgiving. I also know it will make it harder to
come back afterwards, even though there are people here who I love and will
miss while I’m away. A big part of college is being able to break away from
dependence on your family, and that alone is harder than the classes and the
homework, at least in my personal experience.
But I’m determined to grow a pair and work through the difficulty, because hell
if I turn out to be the kid who moves back in with their parents after college.
/end sentiment
SHOWERS.
November 13, 2010  Comments(0)
There was a time in my life when I could shower without shoes on, a time when
I didn’t have to wait 20 minutes for the water to get warm. But those times…
those times are gone. Now is the era of college showers, where there is no
privacy and clogged drains, and possibly some of the weirdest smells I have ever
encountered. There are many things I had to change in my ritual to adjust to a
“community shower” environment. Lets begin complaining about them:
First thing:
I now have to be aware of my nakedness. I can no longer frolic without clothing
in the safety of my own home, I have to be conscious of the fact that there are
other people around me after I shower.
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It’s very upsetting.
Second thing:
There is a hair demon in the shower drain. It burrows deep in the drain and
clogs the hell out of it, so that 5 minutes into my shower I’m standing in my
own watery filth. And for some reason that I don’t understand, it’s always
composed of grey hair…
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HOW IS IT GREY. What old women are sneaking into our showers and using
them? I don’t understand, but it both disturbs and annoys me.
Third thing:
Smells. There are weird smells happening in the showers, all the time. I can
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never fully discern what these smells are, I just know that each time I smell
them, my day is ruined.
That’s pretty much all there is to say about that. It’s just bad news.
Fourth and final thing:
I know that everyone has their own shower ritual, but there are some things
that you just don’t do. Some barbarian is taking their loose hairs and sticking
them to the walls of the shower, so that there are wet clumps of hair loitering
right next to me as attempt to bathe. I can’t even make a suitable illustration
so that you can fully grasp how disgusting it looks–you’ll just have to take my
word for it.
So those are my main complaints. Oh, home…I miss your showers.
The birds and the bees; a terrible metaphor
November 3, 2010  Comments(0)
I was totally unprepared for the way sex was treated in college, having gone to
the previously-mentioned, tiny highschool. This lead me to the conclusion that
there needs to be 2 different sex talks that parents give. One should happen in
the middle school years when the girls become whores and the boys become
pervy ass-grabbers, and the second needs to happen right before college, when
girls become whores and whores become even bigger whores. And the guys are
still grabby. Perhaps those are some rash generalizations…but I have no regrets.
Talking about sex is awkward and uncomfortable, especially with parents,
because no one wants to believe that their parents ever did anything remotely
resembling sex because that’s disturbing to imagine ( and now you’re thinking
about it. You’re welcome.) However, it did occur once with me, and it went
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something like this:
Mom: The penis goes into the vagina. Don’t have sex until you’re ready. Use
some form of birth control. No means no.
Me: *too busy clawing my ears off to listen*
Honestly, she gave the best talk any parent could hope to give, but this is really
what I needed to hear, a good 10 years or so after the first chat:
Mom: So, definitely expect sex to be talked about all the time. Everyone is
going to be making sex jokes and talking about who they want to have sex with
and who they’ve had sex with. Some people are classy about it, and some
people like to talk about it loudly as if its no big deal. These people are called
loose, mainly girls though, because there’s a ferocious but accepted double-
standard. Probably expect to be drunk when you lose your virginity, and expect
it to be awful, because it will be, because you’ll be drunk (but don’t worry–you
won’t even notice, because you’re drunk). If not drunk, then you should
probably get drunk to avoid awkwardness, because that’s what everyone around
you will be doing. If you didn’t follow the status quo and lose your virginity in
high school, then prepare to be outnumbered by girls more experienced than
you. And be prepared to be intimidated by it. Oh yes, and just when you need
your family and friends the most to navigate you through this confusing
transition, you won’t have them. Enjoy.
Oh and p.s., don’t get pregnant.
Awkward, maybe. Helpful? Not really. But it would at least provide a buffer to
the onslaught of sexy sexual sexness that is a part of the college experience.
And just as an ending note, who came up with the metaphor of the birds and
the bees? The fuck does that even mean.
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College speak
October 23, 2010  Comments(0)
At my highschool, swearing wasn’t a big thing. People used it, but no one used
it excessively. Having said that, I will now say that I was not prepared for the
new type of college speak I encountered here: The use of ‘fucking’ as an
intensifier. For everything. All the time. Its almost formulaic; (intro
phrase)+fucking+(adjective/descriptor)=only way to describe everything forever.
At first I found it annoying, but now I find that it somehow makes things…
better. Example:
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And now:
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I’m not saying I’m proud that I like this mannerism so much, but I’m saying
I’m admitting that I do. Im also admitting that since I’ve gotten to college, my
linguistic skills have slowly withered down into an obnoxious collections of
phrases.
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I know these are annoying, but I can’t stop. It’s like I’m learning a new sub-
language of ridiculous abbreviations. But, no matter how bad I get, there is one
word I will never say, even though it is as common as the word ‘the’ around
here:
HELLA.
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No offense to the NorCalians who use the word…but I hate it. I totes hate it,
like my hate is supes legit right now.  NBD.
END
I hate lots of things but mostly just math
October 17, 2010  Comments(0)
Week 3:
I returned from my appendix adventure with a sweet new scar, but I was
incredibly behind on school work, and everyone else had managed to make
friends in my absence. So, I was also alone. Behind and alone: not where I
wanted to be in my third week of college. I tried to get back on track by talking
to all my professors about the work I had missed, and most were understanding.
Many waived assignment grades due to my absence, or pushed deadlines back. I
was surprised by the accommodations they were willing to make, and I started
to feel pretty good about where I was at.
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And then I talked to my math teacher. The conversation went something like
this:
So thats what my third week of college consisted of. Math homework. Plus side,
I made a friend.
First it sucked and then it really fucking sucked
October 3, 2010  Comments(0)
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Week 1:
My first week was a collection of panic attacks and crying spells. I was away
from my family, everyone around me was a stranger and I was a stranger to
everyone around me. I felt like the only one unable to instantly adjust to
college life, to being completely separated from my family. I spent the first few
days chained to my dorm room, trying to hide from my roommate so she
wouldn’t see me crying and realize I was totally incapable of adjusting to new
surroundings.
By Sunday I was able to pull myself together enough to go outside and walk
around campus, where nearly every girl I passed was wearing shorts that were
simultaneously serving as floss.
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My high school senior class had 18 people in it, 11 of which were girls, and 11 of
which never wore anything that went above their knees. I was pretty positive
that I was not going to fit in here.
Week 2:
I was starting to adjust to college life; the professors, the people, the classes–
and then everything went to shit in the span of 5 hours.  It started with a
stomachache at 7:00, and ended  with an emergency trip to the hospital. The
pain was so bad I was completely unaware of who was around me as the
paramedics helped me down the stairs of my hall and into the ambulance.
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Once I was in the hospital, they began a series of tests to try to figure out what
was making me feel like an alien was about to explode out of my stomach.
After drinking some awful liquid that made my face numb, having an IV inserted
into 4 different places, and having to explain to the same nurse that my name
was not Christine or Claire or Clara but LAURA, I was told my appendix had
ruptured. And also I was going to have  major surgery in 2 hours. I was
subsequently loaded up on so much morphine that I saw five copies of
everything and felt compelled to tell every nurse I saw how pretty they were.
I would be going home for the week after the surgery, so I was feeling confident
that I was going to fail out of every single class after missing so much work. I
was still waiting to enjoy college.
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Getting sick
Posted November 30, 2010  Comments(0) |
Being sick is pretty shitty in general, but being sick in college is worse. Gone
are the days of highschool where you collected the worksheets you missed and
turned it in another day—things simply cannot be that easy anymore. Also gone
are the days of getting sick with a normal cold, now ushered in by the days of
getting sick with some randomass infection that takes 500 doctors visits and 40$
of medication to cure. And you don’t just get sick for a few days. You get sick
for weeks. YOUR COUGH WILL NEVER GO AWAY. If you get a cough, accept that
it will be partying in your lungs forever, and move on with your life.
Naturally, this causes some problems in terms of classes. As fun as it would be
to go to class with a fever, spewing mucus to and fro, most students would
rather stay home and sleep. Well congratulations, health-conscious college
student, you have just driven yourself into fucked town, where all your
professors share a joint kingship and have decreed that you are royally fucked.
Here is what being sick really means, and here is what being sick means through
the eyes of your professor:
Actual:
Sick[adj]: Afflicted with a disease, viral or bacterial, that causes illness and
prevents the body’s normal functions. Sometimes characterized by nausea or
vomiting, often causes immobility. Also a term used by douchebags to describe
something cool.
From your Professor:
Sick[noun]: An excuse that students use for missing class.
If you must know something, know this: Your professors don’t give a shit about
why you missed class. If they take attendance, all they know is you missed
class, and that you’re a filthy whore for missing even one day of the precious
words that flow out of their golden mouthhole. If you’re lucky, your professors
might accept a doctor’s note as an excuse. If you’re like everybody else, your
professor won’t distinguish between excused and unexcused, and just give you
the equivalent of the middle-finger and welcome you to Fuckedtown.
Forget the fact that it costs money to get a doctor’s appointment for a doctor’s
note, forget the fact that being sick is totally out of your control. You missed
class, you piece of shit, and now you must suffer for it. And suffer you will,
because if you were very sick you missed at least a week of class. Basically,
you’ve put down a mortgage on property in Fuckedtown and now you will NEVER
LEAVE.
Lets pause this rage for a moment. You’re a rational student, you understand
that some foul heathens probably use illness for an excuse to miss class. You
aren’t expecting any sympathy from your professors, you just want to know
what you can do to make up for what you missed, if necessary. Being
reasonable, you know that bombarding your teacher with questions during their
office hours isn’t the best route. You figure you’ll send them a well-written,
respectful e-mail, inquiring what you can do to make up for lost time and
whether meeting with them during office hours would be a good idea. Hitting
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send, you’re feeling pretty good about yourself. You feel responsible, you’re
feeling like you’ll be able to come back from this little hiccup. Your professor
will respond in a day or two, and something will get figured out. Right?
WRONG.
Cut to a small, stuffy room, cast with yellowish lighting. Seated in a chair in front of
a  laptop is a professorly figure, opening an e-mail. They read over the contents, and
a small smile spreads across their lips. The smile turns into a grin, and a slow cackle
rises from their throat. They spring from their chair, running to the door and calling
the names of others. Soon the small room is filled with men and women, none of
whom have a decent fashion sense, all of whom are cackling and snorting at the e-
mail open on the laptop screen. Some of them are brought to tears, others simply
collapse onto the floor in an overwhelming flood of mirth. Slowly, the laughter dies
down, and the various visitors begin to file out of the room. The original figure
remains, again seated before the computer. Close in on the laptop screen, where the
e-mail sits open. It is a plea from a student, asking for mercy. Close up on the mouse
arrow, floating over the ‘reply’ button’, a cackle erupts off screen, and it zooms over
to the ‘delete’ button, pressing it vigorously. Hold on the blank computer screen,
fade out into next scene as the professor’s cackle echoes menacingly.
That is more or less a totally 100% accurate depiction of what happens when
your professor reads your e-mail. It gives them joy to know that you’re
squirming in your room, waiting for a reply, though you shall never receive one.
So let this be a lesson to you. Don’t get sick, don’t even think about getting
sick.
Because getting sick is your own goddamn fault.
You bastard.
(P.S. No pictures because I’m SICK)
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Family
Posted November 21, 2010  Comments(0) |
I miss my family a lot, but I didn’t realize how much until I thought about going
home for Thanksgiving. Getting buried under piles of homework and socializing
with friends makes it easy  to forget that my family is awesome and that not
being around them sucks. Now the opportunity comes to see them again, and
scary thoughts have been floating around my head. I know that coming to
college means separating from your parents and becoming more independent,
but in the back of my mind the same sentence is making an eternal audio loop:
I miss my family, but it’s okay, I’ll be back with them eventually. Then I
actually thought about it and realized something.
I will never be back with my family again.
If life works out the way its supposed to, I’ll go to college, get a degree, find an
 apartment, find a job, and work to make sweet sweet money and continue on
from there. Sure I’ll see my family from time to time, but if all goes well I’ll
never live with them again. I’ll never get to wake and always have my family
there, everyday. For some people getting away from their parents is a breath of
fresh air—not so for me. I want them around me all the time. I want their love
and their humor, the comfort they provide just by existing around me. I want to
have that constant group of people who will always love and accept me, and
who I can always love and accept in return. In college, friends are the new
family, but no matter how close you are to a person, it’s not quite the same.
The assurance of love and acceptance isn’t there, not with everyone.
So with all those happy, uplifting thoughts in my head, I eagerly look forward to
seeing my family again on Thanksgiving. I also know it will make it harder to
come back afterwards, even though there are people here who I love and will
miss while I’m away. A big part of college is being able to break away from
dependence on your family, and that alone is harder than the classes and the
homework, at least in my personal experience.
But I’m determined to grow a pair and work through the difficulty, because hell
if I turn out to be the kid who moves back in with their parents after college.
/end sentiment
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SHOWERS.
Posted November 13, 2010  Comments(0) |
There was a time in my life when I could shower without shoes on, a time when
I didn’t have to wait 20 minutes for the water to get warm. But those times…
those times are gone. Now is the era of college showers, where there is no
privacy and clogged drains, and possibly some of the weirdest smells I have ever
encountered. There are many things I had to change in my ritual to adjust to a
“community shower” environment. Lets begin complaining about them:
First thing:
I now have to be aware of my nakedness. I can no longer frolic without clothing
in the safety of my own home, I have to be conscious of the fact that there are
other people around me after I shower.
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It’s very upsetting.
Second thing:
There is a hair demon in the shower drain. It burrows deep in the drain and
clogs the hell out of it, so that 5 minutes into my shower I’m standing in my
own watery filth. And for some reason that I don’t understand, it’s always
composed of grey hair…
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HOW IS IT GREY. What old women are sneaking into our showers and using
them? I don’t understand, but it both disturbs and annoys me.
Third thing:
Smells. There are weird smells happening in the showers, all the time. I can
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never fully discern what these smells are, I just know that each time I smell
them, my day is ruined.
That’s pretty much all there is to say about that. It’s just bad news.
Fourth and final thing:
I know that everyone has their own shower ritual, but there are some things
that you just don’t do. Some barbarian is taking their loose hairs and sticking
them to the walls of the shower, so that there are wet clumps of hair loitering
right next to me as attempt to bathe. I can’t even make a suitable illustration
so that you can fully grasp how disgusting it looks–you’ll just have to take my
word for it.
So those are my main complaints. Oh, home…I miss your showers.
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Posted November 3, 2010  Comments(0) |
I was totally unprepared for the way sex was treated in college, having gone to
the previously-mentioned, tiny highschool. This lead me to the conclusion that
there needs to be 2 different sex talks that parents give. One should happen in
the middle school years when the girls become whores and the boys become
pervy ass-grabbers, and the second needs to happen right before college, when
girls become whores and whores become even bigger whores. And the guys are
still grabby. Perhaps those are some rash generalizations…but I have no regrets.
Talking about sex is awkward and uncomfortable, especially with parents,
because no one wants to believe that their parents ever did anything remotely
resembling sex because that’s disturbing to imagine ( and now you’re thinking
about it. You’re welcome.) However, it did occur once with me, and it went
something like this:
Mom: The penis goes into the vagina. Don’t have sex until you’re ready. Use
some form of birth control. No means no.
Me: *too busy clawing my ears off to listen*
Honestly, she gave the best talk any parent could hope to give, but this is really
what I needed to hear, a good 10 years or so after the first chat:
Mom: So, definitely expect sex to be talked about all the time. Everyone is
going to be making sex jokes and talking about who they want to have sex with
and who they’ve had sex with. Some people are classy about it, and some
people like to talk about it loudly as if its no big deal. These people are called
loose, mainly girls though, because there’s a ferocious but accepted double-
standard. Probably expect to be drunk when you lose your virginity, and expect
it to be awful, because it will be, because you’ll be drunk (but don’t worry–you
won’t even notice, because you’re drunk). If not drunk, then you should
probably get drunk to avoid awkwardness, because that’s what everyone around
you will be doing. If you didn’t follow the status quo and lose your virginity in
high school, then prepare to be outnumbered by girls more experienced than
you. And be prepared to be intimidated by it. Oh yes, and just when you need
your family and friends the most to navigate you through this confusing
transition, you won’t have them. Enjoy.
Oh and p.s., don’t get pregnant.
Awkward, maybe. Helpful? Not really. But it would at least provide a buffer to
the onslaught of sexy sexual sexness that is a part of the college experience.
And just as an ending note, who came up with the metaphor of the birds and
the bees? The fuck does that even mean.
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College speak
Posted October 23, 2010  Comments(0) |
At my highschool, swearing wasn’t a big thing. People used it, but no one used
it excessively. Having said that, I will now say that I was not prepared for the
new type of college speak I encountered here: The use of ‘fucking’ as an
intensifier. For everything. All the time. Its almost formulaic; (intro
phrase)+fucking+(adjective/descriptor)=only way to describe everything forever.
At first I found it annoying, but now I find that it somehow makes things…
better. Example:
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And now:
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I’m not saying I’m proud that I like this mannerism so much, but I’m saying
I’m admitting that I do. Im also admitting that since I’ve gotten to college, my
linguistic skills have slowly withered down into an obnoxious collections of
phrases.
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I know these are annoying, but I can’t stop. It’s like I’m learning a new sub-
language of ridiculous abbreviations. But, no matter how bad I get, there is one
word I will never say, even though it is as common as the word ‘the’ around
here:
HELLA.
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No offense to the NorCalians who use the word…but I hate it. I totes hate it,
like my hate is supes legit right now.  NBD.
END
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Week 3:
I returned from my appendix adventure with a sweet new scar, but I was
incredibly behind on school work, and everyone else had managed to make
friends in my absence. So, I was also alone. Behind and alone: not where I
wanted to be in my third week of college. I tried to get back on track by talking
to all my professors about the work I had missed, and most were understanding.
Many waived assignment grades due to my absence, or pushed deadlines back. I
was surprised by the accommodations they were willing to make, and I started
to feel pretty good about where I was at.
And then I talked to my math teacher. The conversation went something like
this:
So thats what my third week of college consisted of. Math homework. Plus side,
I made a friend.
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Posted October 3, 2010  Comments(0) |
Week 1:
My first week was a collection of panic attacks and crying spells. I was away
from my family, everyone around me was a stranger and I was a stranger to
everyone around me. I felt like the only one unable to instantly adjust to
college life, to being completely separated from my family. I spent the first few
days chained to my dorm room, trying to hide from my roommate so she
wouldn’t see me crying and realize I was totally incapable of adjusting to new
surroundings.
By Sunday I was able to pull myself together enough to go outside and walk
around campus, where nearly every girl I passed was wearing shorts that were
simultaneously serving as floss.
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My high school senior class had 18 people in it, 11 of which were girls, and 11 of
which never wore anything that went above their knees. I was pretty positive
that I was not going to fit in here.
Week 2:
I was starting to adjust to college life; the professors, the people, the classes–
and then everything went to shit in the span of 5 hours.  It started with a
stomachache at 7:00, and ended  with an emergency trip to the hospital. The
pain was so bad I was completely unaware of who was around me as the
paramedics helped me down the stairs of my hall and into the ambulance.
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Once I was in the hospital, they began a series of tests to try to figure out what
was making me feel like an alien was about to explode out of my stomach.
After drinking some awful liquid that made my face numb, having an IV inserted
into 4 different places, and having to explain to the same nurse that my name
was not Christine or Claire or Clara but LAURA, I was told my appendix had
ruptured. And also I was going to have  major surgery in 2 hours. I was
subsequently loaded up on so much morphine that I saw five copies of
everything and felt compelled to tell every nurse I saw how pretty they were.
I would be going home for the week after the surgery, so I was feeling confident
that I was going to fail out of every single class after missing so much work. I
was still waiting to enjoy college.
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